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June 2014  ♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠ Club Games at the Lima Duplicate Bridge Club are held TUESDAYS at 12:30 P.M. and THURSDAYS at 7:00 P.M., at the Council on Aging Building at 215 N. Central Avenue, Lima. The games are OPEN to the public, and ALL are welcome. $3.oo per session is the CHEAPEST duplicate game in the area, and sanctioned by the American Contract Bridge League. The Lima DBC is your venue for special ACBL events, as well. If you do not have a partner, or if you have questions, please call the Club Owner & Director, Ruth Odenweller @ HOUSE PHONE (567) 712-7629 (this is a local number for Lima) or CELL PHONE (VERIZON) (419) 303-4940, email: [email protected], or Director Elaine Altstaetter @ (419) 738-6332, (419) 204-9656, email: [email protected].



PARTNERS ARE ALWAYS GUARANTEED!!!



♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠♣♦♥♠



TUESDAY BRIDGE PLAYERS RALLY FOR QUARTERLY TOURNAMENT



Row 1: Ruth Odenweller, Ralph Heitmeyer, Helen Stambor, Elaine Altstaetter, Norma Lutes, Fran  Moeller. Row 2: Tom Faulkner, Lucy Poeppelman, Marlene Sigler, Cheri Fett, Janet Eisele, AnaKay  Utrup, Sandy Brading, Dick Slonaker, Row 3: Bob Stern, Larry Coplin, Roy Baldridge, Ted Nusbaum,  Mike Mullen, Nancy Reames, Barb Verhoff, Lynn Donley. Lima DBC Newsletter, www.limadbc.blogspot.com, June 2014   
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UPCOMING EVENTS  Mark your calendars!



Regional Tournaments:



Cincinnati, OH June 2-8 Toledo, OH June 9-14 Dayton, OH September 2-7 Fort Wayne, IN September 15-21 Farmington Hills, MI October 13-19



Sectional Tournaments:



Columbus, OH June 20-22 Dayton, OH August 1-3 Columbus, OH October 17-19 Toledo, OH October 24-26 Dayton, OH December 5-7



Local Games:



June TBA -- Tuesday Quarterly Tournament  



Unit/District Races for 2014  As of May 6th, Ralph Heitmeyer is 5th in the Unit 105 MiniMcKinney through March 6th for the 100-200 group, 5th in the Ace-of-Clubs. Joining him are Dave and Lucy Poeppelman, who are 8th (Lucy) and 10th (Dave) in the 300500 group. Ted Nusbaum is 8th (5th in Ace-of-Clubs) and Barb Verhoff is 10th (9th in Ace-of-Clubs) in the 0-5 MiniMcKinney for Unit 136. Joining them are Roy Baldridge at 1st (5th in Ace-of-Clubs), John Hoffman at 3rd , and Carol Parker at 7th (9th in Ace-of-Clubs) in the 200-300 MiniMcKinney. Elaine Altstaetter moved into 5th and Ruth Odenweller snuck into 10th in the 1000 to 2500 group. Lynn Donley is in 9th in the Ace-of-Clubs for Unit 136. We also have a few District-Wide leaders. Roy Baldridge has moved into 13th in District 11 for 200-300, joined by John Hoffman at 22nd. Well done all!
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MAY



HONOR ROLL 



Masterpoint Leaders First Place: Roy Baldridge Second Place: Dick Slonaker Third Place: Elaine Altstaetter Fourth Place: CC Harris 5th/6th Place: Tom Dautenhahn 5th/6th: Bob Leonard



3.93 MP 3.49 MP 3.23 MP 2.89 MP 2.75 MP 2.75 MP



MAY MONTHLY RESULTS  THURSDAY EVENING, MAY 1 1. Elaine Altstaetter and Roy Baldridge 55.21% 2. Tom Dautenhahn and Bob Leonard 52.08% 3. Denis Gasson and Jeff Weaver 51.04% TUESDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 6 1. Roy Baldridge and Tom Faulkner 66.07% TIE FOR HIGH PERCENTAGE 2. AnaKay Utrup and Dick Slonaker 60.12% 3. Bob Stern and Mike Mullen 56.55% THURSDAY EVENING, MAY 8 QUARTERLY TOURNAMENT 1. CC Harris and Dick Slonaker 60.65% 2. Bob Leonard and Tom Dautenhahn 60.19% 3. Roy Baldridge and Elaine Altstaetter 57.87% 4. Lucy Poeppelman and Ruth Odenweller 55.56% TUESDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 13 1. Ted Nusbaum and Elaine Altstaetter 59.38% 2. Ray Ridenour and Larry Coplin 58.33% 3. Lucy Poeppelman and Ralph Heitmeyer 52.08% THURSDAY EVENING, MAY 15 1. Dan Siefker and Greg Novak 66.07% TIE FOR HIGH PERCENTAGE 2. CC Harris and Jeff Weaver 57.74% 3/4. Tom Dautenhahn and Bob Leonard 56.55% 3/4. AnaKay Utrup and Sandy Brading 56.55% TUESDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 20 1. Tom Faulkner and Roy Baldridge 59.00% 2. Elaine Altstaetter and Mike Mullen 58.00% THURSDAY EVENING, MAY 22 1. Tom Dautenhahn and Bob Leonard 61.46% 2. John Hoffman and AnaKay Utrup 54.17% 3. Jeff Weaver and Denis Gasson 53.13% TUESDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 27 1. Dick Slonaker and AnaKay Utrup 64.00% 2. Roy Baldridge and Tom Faulkner 62.00% THURSDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 29 1. Dick Slonaker and CC Harris 58.33% 2. Roy Baldridge and Elaine Altstaetter 57.29% 3/4. Marlene Sigler and Sandy Brading 55.21% 3/4. John Hoffman and AnaKay Utrup 55.21%



70% Club  None this month.
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Bridge Tips 



by Ruth Odenweller GENERAL PRINCIPALS OF WEAK TWO BIDS We see many weak two bids which are very descriptive of the hand. Usually you need some top honors to name that suit on the two level, Conservatively you need 6 to 10 points and a six-card suit headed by two of the top three honors or three of the top five honors. This has been the basic concept for many years and still holds true IF YOU ARE VULNERABLE. However, if you are NOT VULNERABLE, you might bid the six-card suit with less values at the top. If there is a four-card major suit in your hand, do not open a weak two in a minor. But, if you open a six-card suit and have a four-card minor it is just fine. Make sure your hand is not able to open on the one level. Count your high cards and all the distributional values to decide. If you can count up to 12 or 13, it is too strong for a weak two opener. Open the hand on the one level. Anytime your partner raises your weak two suit, it is to play. You should not bid again. You described your hand on your initial bid. When you open the weak two suit, your partner may bid 2NT, which requires Lima DBC Newsletter, www.limadbc.blogspot.com, June 2014   



you to bid an outside feature if you have one. This means you bid an Ace or King on the three level. Your partner will take it from there. As Responder to a weak two bid with a weak hand, you should raise if you have a fit to continue the preempt. So, raise to the three level if you have three trump. In case you have four trump, raise to the four level. The raise to game by Responder may be preemptive or may be bid to make the game. You can also raise to the three-level with a two-card fit if the opponents bid a suit at the two-level, especially if you are short (at most a doubleton) in that suit. Sometimes you have no help for the Opener in that six-card suit, but you would like to bid your own suit as the Responder. If you change to a new suit, you need at least five or more in the new suit and opening or better count. In general, you should have a better suit than the Opener to make the switch to a different suit. The bidding of a weak two opener makes it more difficult for the opponents to find their fit at a low level. Your defensive action may keep the opponents out of game. It is a good concept, just follow the general rules to bid on the proper level. If you are Vulnerable, be cautious of bidding too high and getting doubled for a very poor score.    Page 3 



Thursday Quarterly Tournament Winners 



Fit Bids for Lead 



The Thursday evening session had a great game with 5 full tables playing on May 8. The first-place winners were Dick Slonaker and CC Harris.



Suppose you are on lead with A-J-10-x-x in your suit, and partner has raised your suit. Maybe you overcalled One Spade, partner raised to Two Spades, but the opponents end up in Four Hearts. Maybe: P



2♠



1♦



4♥



1♠



X



all pass



The lead of a spade will be great if partner has the spade King. Maybe your Jack will catch Dummy's Queen, or maybe partner will overtake and lead through Declarer's King. Either way, all is good. But, if partner does not have the heart King, the lead of the Jack may be a disaster. Declarer might have the King, in which case you just gave him a free trick. Plus, Declarer might have a stiff in either hand, or a pitch coming, where you do not even get your Ace! Is there a solution?



Left to Right: CC Harris, Dautenhahn, Ruth Odenweller, Leonard, Elaine Altstaetter, Baldridge, Dick Slonaker, (Absent Poeppelman)



Tom Bob Roy Lucy



Winner Results: 1. CC Harris & Dick Slonaker 60.65% 2. Bob Leonard & Tom Dautenhahn 60.19% 3. Elaine Altstaetter & Roy Baldridge 57.87% 4. Lucy Poeppelman & Ruth Odenweller 55.56%



The Quarterly Tournament for the Tuesday session will be held in June. LBDC Bridge Accomplishments  Congratulations to all of the Quarterly Tournament winners!
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A lot of experts play that new suit bids by a PASSED HAND BIDDER in support of an OVERCALL BY PARTNER are "fit bids." A "fit bid" is a call that shows something in the side suit Advancer picks. If the context of the auction seems like the call is constructive (seeking game), then the call shows a feature or trick source to help invite game intelligently. If the auction seems like one that is competitive only, then the call is more of a lead-director. So, now place yourself as Responder after this sequence, at the point where partner's One Spade overcall is doubled (Negative Double). You have the following two hands:



♠Kxx ♥xx ♦Kxx ♣xxxxx ♠Qxx ♥xx ♦Kxx ♣xxxxx Both hands qualify for a raise to Two Spades. With the first, you would love a spade lead, as your King helps bolster any holdings partner might have. With the second, however, a spade lead away from the Ace might be bad. In that event, a Two Diamonds overcall as a lead-director will help partner avoid the dangerous lead. Notice that you do not need a diamond suit for this call. You have shown a spade raise. Partner will return to Two Spades at his next call (if he can). So, you do not need real diamonds for this call. Some experts start "fit bids" only at the three-level. Some play them as always on if Opener's Responder shows life. But, you can probably see how these calls can help guide the defense in a useful way.  
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Theory, Part XII 



By Ken Rexford  



Changing the Geometry and Physics of an Auction. Calls made at bridge have geometric and physical implications. What the heck is Rexford talking about now? Think through a simple auction to understand my meaning. RHO opens One Diamond. If the opponents have a heart fit, LHO will likely be Declarer, because a heart fit means that likely LHO bids hearts first. Maybe he responds One Heart. Maybe he responds One Spade and then bids hearts later. Only a reverse by Opener introduces hearts first, and even then a heart fit is only found with Opener bidding hearts first when Responder has five spades. Thus, almost all heart contracts will be played by LHO. If, however, you overcall One Spade, Opener becomes Declarer more often, simply by virtue of the Negative Double. Thus, the One Spade overcall changes the "geometry" of the deal by changing expectations of who declares, who leads, and the like. This reality creates an obvious paradox. If you want a spade lead and therefore overcall One Spade for a spade lead, you make it somewhat less likely that you will in fact get a spade lead, because you yourself will be on lead. The geometry of the deal can be changed as to who declares, but it can also be changed as to how high the initial start of the auction will be. Consider the same One Diamond opening to your right. Give yourself five spades and five clubs. Now, bid your hand twice. In the first auction, you start with One Spade. LHO will often either support diamonds or introduce hearts with a double. Either auction, when back to you, often will be at two of some red suit. To introduce clubs, you may need to bid Three Clubs. In the second auction, you start with Two Clubs. Now, if the auction returns to you with a call of two of a red suit, you can bid Two Spades, a cheaper call. Thus, from this simple example, you can see that a choice of calls at your first round has a tendency to accelerate or decelerate an auction as far as the "height" of the auction.
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Auctions also can be affected as far as width, in a sense. Consider the auction types after a One Diamond opening to your left, with you holding 5-5 in the black suits. Consider, then, the two auction types of overcalling One Spade and overcalling Two Clubs. In the first, your overcall of One Spade focuses the Negative Double by LHO onto the heart suit. The alternative option of Two Clubs expands for LHO the reach of the Negative Double, "widening" it to a use of typically showing both majors. This may be problematic for LHO. Auction decisions can also impact where the "center" of the auction might be. Suppose your RHO opens One Diamond, again. If you have 4-4-1-4 shape, you make a Takeout Double, because your "center" of weakness/shortness is in the expected diamond suit. What if, however, RHO opens One Club? The alternative opening of One Club throws the center off, and you no longer have a comfortable Takeout Double. If Opener, for instance, opens a "Short Club" with 3-3-5-2, this has a tendency to knock the "center" off of diamonds onto clubs, which might cause second seat a problem. Similarly, canapé styles knock the center off and actually have a tendency to create a somewhat "random" de facto center, in the sense that the opponents cannot easily prepare before the auction for where the "center" is likely to pop up. An auction can also create a vacuum. As an example of a vacuum, consider a Jacoby 2NT response to a major opening, or even a Three Clubs Bergen Raise. Both auctions essentially force at least three of the major, possibly higher. In neither auction will that side settle for defending an opposition contract below three of the major except in extreme circumstances. Thus, any call below three of the agreed major by the opposition is essentially "free." Thus, the auction creates a "vacuum" that essentially "sucks in" a call. A "vacuum" can also appear above the level forced. Thus, for instance, an auction like One Club raised to Two Clubs creates a high incentive to compete above Two Clubs, by virtue of the Law of Total Tricks. Hence, that auction creates a vacuum, in a sense. Related to a vacuum is the concept of a stable or instable sequence. An auction tends to be "stable" if the auction has a tendency to repel action. A One Spade opening, followed by a Forcing 1NT, a minor rebid by Opener, and then a correction to Two Spades by Responder tends to suggest a likely misfit. Hence, that auction tends to repel action. That auction is stable.
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In contrast, an auction with instability is one that tends to induce action, like with a vacuum. A white-on-white stop at 1NT tends to be unstable, because defending a white-on-white 1NT often scores poorly.



If RHO opens One Club, Michaels Two Clubs shows both majors, with 5-5 in the suits. Easy, right?



Instability is often caused by scoring concerns. A redon-white Four Hearts bid tends to be unstable, because Four Spades wants to be bid. A white-on-red Four Spades bid tends to be stable. Moreover, a contract of four of a minor tends to be stable. Any contract at the two-level tends toward instability, while any contract one level below game tends to be stable.



Over a One Diamond opening, however, the Michaels call is Two Diamonds. I never seem to have a problem with a Michaels Two Diamonds call. Would it not be just as effective to have Two Diamonds be Michaels after a One Club opening? The ACBL General Convention Chart ("GCC") allows this, by the way, and some play this, almost like a "Flannery" opening. But, why do this?



Auctions that are fast tend to be unstable, while auctions that are slow tend to be stable.



The benefit to Michaels is that it allows a Two Diamonds jump overcall. And, that jump overcall as a weak call does have some merit. But, we don't need to lose that meaning, in a sense. The GCC allows a cuebid to have a weak option if there is one known suit. Great! Have a Two Clubs overcall of a One Club opening show diamonds!



Calls that are well defined tend to result in stable sequences, while wildly variant calls tend to result in instability. How does this information help? Understanding the geometry and physics of auctions gives some insight into system design, judgment in sequences, and micro-psychic opportunities. Geometry and Physics in the context of system design? Canapé bidding has a tendency to cause disruption for the opponents by changing the "center" of an auction. So also does "short club." Recognition of this added benefit and other similar benefits can justify systemic changes and/or tweaks that would not otherwise have obvious benefit. In the context of judgment? A decision to act or not act with a borderline hand can be better made by consideration of the geometry and physics of the sequence. For example, overcalling One Spade might be a bad idea if you have short hearts and would dread being on lead against a heart contract. In such a situation, a Two Spades overcall might mitigate the problem by creating a different problem for the opponents. If you would not have a problem leading, or if you have heart length, a One Spade overcall might be better. In the context of micro-psychics? A well-known "micropsychic" is straining to overcall a One Diamond opening by bidding Two Clubs. Beyond simply taking away the one-level options for Responder, you also widen the Negative Double. With, say, 4-4 in clubs and hearts, a Two Clubs overcall might be a great micro-psychic, because of the geometric and physical impact.
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Michaels 2♣ Re‐Thought 



So far, this does not gain much. You just reversed which call you make with the same hand, taking away the natural Two Diamonds response to Michaels, rare though it may be, and removing as well the extra preemption that a Two Diamonds as weak and natural gains. But, what if Two Clubs was more of a Multi bid? In other words, you cuebid Two Clubs with diamonds and either weak (equivalent to a Weak Two Diamonds) or values? With "values," you can bid on. Or, maybe the call just shows weak with one or two suits, one of which is diamonds? This creates a nice little idea. With a hand that has spades and diamonds, you can cuebid Two Clubs and then rebid Two Spades after the expected Two Diamonds from partner. With the same hand and the red suits, rather than forcing the three-level with a 2NT call, you can start with Two Clubs and then later bid Two Hearts. What you end up with, then, is an approach where essentially a Two Clubs cuebid shows one of three hand types: 1. Diamonds 2. Spades and Diamonds 3. Hearts and Diamonds This would also have an advantage of allowing a 2NT overcall of a One Club opening to show both minors. With so many "short club" openings, and with 3+ even for normal folks, clubs may well be the best fit. I personally like the "Always weak" version, because I would probably just bid the major with values. So, suppose you like this idea. How would this work out in a full structure?
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If RHO opens One Club, you have the following structure: 1. Two Clubs shows: a. Weak with long diamonds, or b. Weak with spades and diamonds, or c. Weak with hearts and diamonds 2. Two Diamonds shows: a. Both majors (Michaels)



Upside-down attitude is a means of showing attitude that is "upside down" in that it is the reverse from "standard." It is only called "upside down" because of the force of standard practice. Upside down attitude means, therefore, that you play LOW if you LIKE the suit, but then HIGH if you DISLIKE the suit. Think about it from another perspective, to see how logical this is. Consider, again, the two suit holdings:



3. 2NT shows: a. Both minors After the last call (2NT), bidding is logical. After the middle (Two Diamonds as Michaels), bidding is identical to the same auction had Opener started with One Diamond. After Two Clubs as the "diamonds or diamond two-suiter" cue, Responder will most often simply bid Two Diamonds. If Overcaller has just diamonds, he passes. If diamonds and a major, Overcaller completes the pattern by bidding the major. While this forfeits the ability to stop in Two Diamonds, you were never stopping there anyway with any other normal approach. However, unlike many other sequences, you can stop at Two Hearts or Two Spades. If Advancer is an unpassed hand and thus can have values, he can complete the transfer anyway if stopping at Two Diamonds seems right opposite that hand but then get excited if instead Overcaller has the two-suiter with the right major. With a hand that cannot stand a pass at Two Diamonds, Advancer can bid Three Clubs as a forcing inquiry.



Upside‐Down Attitude, and Count  What's this all about?



KJ92 972 Suppose, instead of signaling, that you are on lead. With the first holding, what is your lead? My bet is "fourth best." Doesn't that mean a LEAD of the deuce? With the second, perhaps you play MUD, where you lead the 7. Or, perhaps you just play "top of trash" and lead the 9. Whatever your methods, don't you tend to avoid a low card lead with three small? With, say, 9-3-2, don't you avoid the trey like the plague? LEADS are parallel to UPSIDE DOWN ATTITUDE. The same card you LEAD ends up being the same card that you play to show UPSIDE DOWN ATTITUDE. If it makes sense to LEAD small from strength, to maintain useful cards, then should not that logic apply equally to signals? If you buy this logic, consider then count signals Either way works. High-Low can be defined as "even" or as "odd" without any substantial impact. However, consider the idea of consistency. Consider two holdings:



The standard bridge signals taught to beginners is to play a high card if you like the suit, low if you dislike the suit. The thinking must be that a high card somehow looks encouraging in some metaphysical sense. This, to me, seems counterintuitive. Consider two holdings: KJ92 972 With the first, that 9 looks useful, right? With the second, the 9 seems useless. So, normal "logic" suggests that a high pip is less useful in a lousy suit than in a good suit. Thus, if you had to pitch a card in one of these suits, without that card showing anything, would you not throw the deuce from the first holding? Would you not perhaps falsecard the 9 without any concern with the second holding?
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KJ92 KJ952 With the first, you LEAD fourth best, right? Notice how a fourth-best lead from a four-card suit parallels playing low from even. In fact, LEADS of "fourth best" clearly are Low-High for even. What about the second holding? If you lead fourth best, you lead the 5. The second card you will play, if not an honor, will be the deuce. Notice how that means High-Low for odd. Strange, eh? So, if you switch to Upside Down Count, as well, you end up with the LEADS being consistent with COUNT SIGNALS. Consider making the switch. Years of playing one way makes this difficult to remember at first, but it eventually will pay off with some great dividends.
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There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. June 2014 ...
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June 2014 BulletinRevised.pdf 

Let this be known to you, and listen to my. words. 15These people are not drunk, as you suppose, for it is only nine oâ€Ÿclock in the. morning. 16No, this is what ...
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28You have made known to me the. paths of life; you will fill me with joy in your presence.â€Ÿ 29My brothers, one can confidently say to you about the patriarch.
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under Saint Cadoc at Llancarfan, Glamorganshire. After a long sojourn in Wales, of thirty years according to. the Codex Salmanticensis, a book of Irish Saints' ...
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Grand Master's Address 2014 - JUNE 13, 2014 Booklet.pdf ... 

Page 1 of 20. Address. of. The Most Worshipful. William J. Thomas. Grand Master. of. Masons. in the. State of New York. Masonic Care Community. Utica, New York. Saturday, June 21, 2014. Page 1 of 20 ...
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This Mass has been deferred to the end of June so that. local man and newly ... high expenses involved in having to re-inter mortal re- mains, it has been decided by the Parish Priest and Coun- cil to restate clearly the current practice pertaining t
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Page 1 of 2. Mass Schedule. Saggart: Sunday: 9 am & 11.30 am. Weekday: 9.30 am. Rathcoole: Saturday Vigil: 6.30 p.m.. Sunday: 10 am & 12.00 pm. Weekday: 9.30 am. Saturday: 10.00 am. Brittas: Sunday: 10.30 am. Newcastle: Saturday Vigil: 7.00 p.m.. Sun
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Regina, Pastor Dial and I, all got to lead multiple children to the Lord in small groups. ttendances were over a 100 each day, with close to 50 first time visitors.
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